PROCESS COOLING
PURE-WATER COOLING
CRYOGENIC COOLING
CONCEPT • DESIGN • MANUFACTURE • TEST • INSTALL • AFTER SALES

WHO ARE WE
GRE Ltd is an industry leader in the
design and delivery of cutting edge,
bespoke thermal engineering solutions.

Our in-house ‘one-stop shop’ can
deliver your complete system
requirements including:
CONCEPT DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION

From our UK headquarters, we deliver innovative
solutions to complex problems.

DETAILED MECHANICAL AND
ELECTRICAL DESIGN

Our customer base is world-wide, across a vast
range of industries and sectors. These include
nuclear fusion, solar panel production, satellite
development, advanced radiotherapy and bluechip manufacturing amongst many others.

MANUFACTURE (FROM A SINGLE
PROTOTYPE TO VOLUME PRODUCTION)

With an approach based on flexibility, strong
partnerships with our clients and attention to
detail, along with the very highest levels of quality,
we excel in the challenges others simply can’t or
won’t handle.

CUSTOM SOFTWARE AND CONTROLS
TESTING (FACTORY AND
ON SITE)
INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
LONG-TERM AFTERCARE

WHAT WE DO
PROCESS COOLING
Integrated cooling for industrial process or HVAC
PURE-WATER COOLING
Specialised cooling for applications that require
very low levels of electrical conductivity in
cooling media
CRYOGENIC COOLING
Liquid or gaseous cooling at temperatures down
to 4K, using cryogens or refrigeration
PRODUCT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
Taking clients’ ideas from initial design, through
engineering to prototype and beyond
BESPOKE HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS
Specialist analysis and engineering for complex
requirements

THE PROCESS
DESIGN AND ENGINEERING

MANUFACTURING

SOFTWARE AND CONTROLS

GRE firmly believes that
it is only by working in
partnerships that truly
appropriate solutions can
be achieved, and long-term,
productive relationships be
developed.

All of our systems are
manufactured to the highest
standards from start to finish
and assembled on-site by
our highly skilled technicians.
This ensures that we have
complete control over
materials, build quality and
lead times. This, in turn leads
to increased reliability and less
down-time for our clients.

Using a tried and tested
platform, all of our software is
designed and written in-house
by our team of experts. GRE
further ensures that there is
a seamless integration with
clients’ existing systems and
equipment. We can also work
remotely if required, so issues
can be resolved over the
internet, which again, saves on
down-time.

We are always willing to spend
as much time as is necessary
with our clients, wherever in
the world they are. This helps
us fully understand the culture
of their business, its needs and
to really get ‘under the skin’ of
the project.
“Our engineers will
work closely with you
to understand your
project requirements and
challenges, define the system
specification, and provide
the right solution tailored
completely to you.”

“Training our staff to the
highest recognised standards
in relevant areas, along with
strict adherence to ISO9001
quality code of practice,
ensures that our clients can
be absolutely confident in
every machine that leaves
the factory.”

Kelvin Long
Quality Control and
Operations Director
Richard Booth
GRE’s Managing Director

“With powerful tools at
our disposal, and many
years of experience, GRE
will develop a customised
control platform to suit your
requirements.”

INSTALLATION AND
COMMISSIONING
After careful packing, GRE can
organise worldwide carriage.
Our expert technicians
will assemble and carry
out installation at a client’s
site(s). All our technicians are
committed to ensuring that
every detail is taken care of.
GRE project teams can
also oversee hardware and
software commissioning, as
well as integration with clients’
systems, either on site or via a
datalink from the company’s
headquarters in the UK.
“We have a wealth of
experience in planning and
executing installations all
over the world and our team
is always equipped and
ready, whether for a large
install or for repair/planned
maintenance.”

AFTERCARE AND SUPPORT

TESTING AND INSPECTION

After the expiration of
equipment warranties,
GRE can offer its clients a
total aftercare and support
package on a subscription
basis. With a guaranteed
response time, along with the
ability to connect to clients’
systems via data or undertake
engineer visits. Discounts
on parts and labour are also
available for support clients.

All cooling systems undergo
meticulous inspection, along
with extensive testing tailored
to their application, to ensure
that they perform accurately
and reliably as possible. For
more complex projects, scope
of testing and schedules can
be produced and documented
with as much input from the
client as required.

“Our technical support
packages offer clients
complete peace of mind,
with an experienced engineer
always close at hand, either
by phone, email or in person.
The discount structure on
parts and labour for repairs
or upgrades, makes our
packages even greater value
for money.”

Robin Fieldhouse
Production Engineer and
Software Programmer

“Our clients are always
invited to observe factory
acceptance testing at our
facility, to offer them even
more peace of mind or to
‘fine tune’ the performance
or specific parameters
required for their solution.”

Natalie Martin
Lead Engineer

Andy Edkins
Production Manager

Steve Alford
Commercial Director

‘OFF THE SHELF’
CHILLERS AND PARTS
When one of our bespoke systems is too
complicated or not cost effective enough for
a clients’ application, GRE can offer an ‘off the
shelf’ item, which can be purchased with the
full benefit of our ‘tailor made’ approach. We
offer a full engineer consultation to ensure that
it is the appropriate for the job, full installation,
warranty and aftercare/support packages.
Through extensive research GRE chose to
partner with the excellent range Fruilair chillers
and Spirec heat exchangers, both of which
GRE is an official UK distributor for.
GRE are also able to supply a large range of
parts for third party cooling applications and
machinery, ensuring that they are correct first
time, every time.

SERVICE AND
MAINTENANCE
PROGRAMME
GRE’s service engineers
are fully equipped for
mobile working in both
the UK and abroad.
Having worked extensively
with the UK National Grid,
along with many medical and
research facilities, the GRE
team can offer both scheduled
service contracts and
unplanned maintenance.
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